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Costumed interpreters have been a part of Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia ever since 1934. Arts and
crafts demonstrations were introduced in 1937. The photo depicts a historical interpreter doing
blacksmith work. Photo: Elizabeth Rowe (cropped), September 13, 2016. Source: Wikimedia Commons,
Lizenz: CC BY-SA 4.0

Living History (english version)
by Juliane Tomann

Living history is a permanent ﬁxture of our day-to-day world. On almost any
given weekend, people can attend medieval reenactments at markets and
castles throughout Germany. City tourists take part in historical tours
conducted by guides dressed as medieval damsels or other historical-looking
ﬁgures who offer an introduction to local history. This approach to history as
an entertaining, lively, interactive and hands-on experience is often
accompanied by place branding and attempts to make a certain destination
more attractive to potential tourists. But this is only one of the many ways
the multifaceted term living history is used.
Living history encompasses a broad semantic range. To date there is no clear
deﬁnition of these often playful, performative-sensory and affective forms
and practices of bringing to life and appropriating the past. The Germanspeaking world in particular has pointed out the semantic ambiguity of the
term, not to mention the fact that it’s an oxymoron or epistemologically
problematic. To many Germans, scholars included, living history[1] seems to
be an “unreal process of reviving the past.”[2] Wolfgang Hochbruck, an expert
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in American studies, even refers to living history as a “semantic swamp”[3] in
need of draining before any in-depth discussion can take place regarding its
characteristics and qualities. The director of the German Historical Institute
in Washington, D.C., Simone Lässig, on the other hand, understands living
history as “in equal measure a movement, a philosophy, an educational tool,
and a special technique for presenting and communicating history in
museum contexts.”[4] Canadian historian David Dean also has no problem
deﬁning living history, which he describes as “both a movement and a
practice,” its purpose being “to simulate how lives were lived in the past by
reenacting them in the present.”[5]
Living history, moreover, is closely linked with the term public history. Both
terms describe historical representations in the public sphere, though public
history is more broadly deﬁned than the performative-sensory practices of
appropriating the past characteristic of living history and expressed, for
instance, in the form of museum work or reenactments. Unlike living history,
public history is not only used as a generic term for the varied non-academic
approaches to dealing with the past but is also understood as a subdiscipline
of historiography. Irmgard Zündorf deﬁnes it as follows:
“Public history on the one hand comprises every form of public
representation of history that is aimed at a broad, non-specialist public with
no historical training while on the other hand entailing the historical
investigation of the same. It responds to the increasing interest in history in
purely quantitative terms as well as to the qualitative change in the
standards of historical narrative.”[6]
As an “agency of reﬂection and mediation between research and public
interest,”[7] public history develops methods and terminology for analyzing
public representations of history and trains historians to work in and with a
more broadly deﬁned public. In this sense, the phenomena of living history
are a subject of the public history that researches them.
The collective term “living history” in its various deﬁnitions, forms and
manifestations will be spelled out in the following, thereby providing an
overview of this widespread phenomenon. Developments in the United States
and Europe will be taken into consideration, as well as taking a look at the
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historical precursors of present-day forms. The living-history approach is
particularly relevant in open-air museums, which will be discussed in detail
below. Whereas living history in the Anglo-American world has long been a
well-established feature of the educational and cultural work of museums, at
German institutions there is still a great deal of skepticism towards this form
of historical representation despite the successful implementation of various
living-history programs. The concept of living history and its evolution will be
introduced here using two examples of large living-history museums in
America. Finally, the overview ends with the question how the ﬁelds of history
and cultural studies might best engage with living history and which
theoretical approaches exist for investigating and analyzing living history.

Deﬁnitions, Forms and Manifestations of Living History
It is clear from the discussion above that there is no generally accepted
deﬁnition of living history. This is due both to the dynamic growth of living
history in its varied forms as well as to the many terms that attempt to frame
these phenomena theoretically. Archeologists and anthropologists
sometimes use the term “time travel” to describe the various forms and
methods of reenacting and reliving the past outside an academic context.[8]
Theater, cultural and performance studies as well as art and art history all
use the term reenactment.
The term “histotainment” is often used if the focus is on commercial aspects
or the relationship between historical education and entertainment.[9] Living
history also shows considerable overlap with bodily practices of memory and
history culture.[10] The newest trend in cultural studies is the term “doing
history” to describe everyday cultural practices that place special emphasis
on actively engaging in the appropriation of the past through physical
experience and sensory perception. This overlaps in large part with the core
elements of living history.[11]
As a broadly deﬁned and semantically ambiguous umbrella term, living
history encompasses much of the abovementioned terminology.[12] It has
established itself internationally in the last three decades in various
institutional conﬁgurations, museums in particular, as well as among lay and
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hobby historians.
The English terms living history and reenactment are often used
synonymously by German-language scholars for lack of a coherent and
generally accepted distinction.[13] The present article acknowledges this
tendency, addressing both living history and reenactment along with the
respective forms and practices they refer to. The following section will
attempt to deﬁne the two terms more clearly.

Jay Anderson and the Origins of Living History

The lack of clarity about what living history refers to and encompasses has
been a constant feature of discussion ever since the term was coined more
than thirty years ago. Classifying the concept in terms of conceptual history
might therefore prove useful. One of the ﬁrst attempts to lend the ﬁeld a
structural underpinning dates back to 1984, when American scholar Jay
Anderson deﬁned living history as a collective term. Anderson taught in the
Folklore and Museum Studies department of Western Kentucky University and
was active himself in all the areas of living history he deﬁned. In his book
Time Machines: The World of Living History he describes them as “an attempt
by people to simulate life in another time. Generally, the other time is in the
past and speciﬁc reason is given for making the attempt to live as other
people once did.”[14]
The speciﬁc reasons he indicates are “research, interpretation and play,”[15] an
extremely diverse set of motivations which he sees linked to experimental
archeology, the living-history performances at museums and historic sites, as
well as to lay people engaging in history as a hobby in their free time. The
difﬁculties of deﬁning the term so broadly are obvious, and yet scholars still
routinely make reference to Anderson’s ﬁrst comprehensive deﬁnition, if only
to critically distance themselves from it. Despite the many criticisms,
Anderson’s attempt at a wide-ranging deﬁnition of living history is a
milestone in conceptual history, one which has had a formative inﬂuence on
our understanding of the term and the discussions around it. The imprecision
– or openness – that Anderson attributed to living history is still the case
today.
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Scholars are most critical of Anderson’s inclusion of experimental archeology
in the purview of living history. As a specialized ﬁeld of archeology, it utilizes
experimental methods in an effort to gain new insights into pre- and early
historical phenomena that are only partially accessible to us in the form of
material sources or in order to come to conclusions beyond what can be
reasonably inferred from the analysis of archeological ﬁnds. “Experimental
archaeology is conceived of as a method of interpretation that gives meaning
to the archaeological record.”[16]
The experiments are scientiﬁc in nature. They serve to increase knowledge,
are documented and should be repeatable under similar circumstances. The
aim of experimentation is to develop propositions or hypotheses that can
then be tested.[17] The repertoire is extensive and ranges from building
replicas of Stone Age ovens and baking bread in them to constructing earthen
embankments in order study how they change over time.[18] Experimental
archeology is usually distinguished from other areas of living history on the
basis of its being a scholarly endeavor with particular research interests,
which naturally entails a different methodology than the forms of living
history found in museums or pop culture.[19]
The didactic moment of conveying knowledge is the key aspect of historical
interpretation as deﬁned by Anderson, which mainly involves personalized
and emotionalized performances in living-history museums. Living history is
understood here as bringing life into the “dead” material objects of museums
by means of specially trained, costumed individuals performing in
accordance with a didactic concept. Anderson’s vision of a living-history
museum came close to being a comprehensive mock-up of lived-in historical
worlds, following the prototype of the walk-in, true-to-scale diorama that
would enable the visitor to experience what life was like in the past.
First- or third-person interpretative approaches have usually been used to
this end. The interpreter using the third-person mode talks about past
individuals from an outside, historical perspective (“They did this…”). There is
a clear remove from the historical period being reenacted. The interpreters
can act as moderators who accompany museum visitors and answer any
questions they might have. This marked distance to the past encourages
visitors to make observations about how people lived in the past as well as to
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view the present with a more critical eye.
Interpreters employing the ﬁrst-person mode present themselves to visitors
as ﬁctional characters from the past, they seem to speak in an old-fashioned
way, and try to draw visitors into the historical world they purport to live in
(“We do this…”). The interpreters often use dialogue as an educational tool to
make their presentations more lively and encourage visitors to participate.
Visitors are treated as contemporaries and not as ﬁgures from the future. This
helps them immerse themselves in the experience and block out any
references to their present-day lives.
The interpreters pretend to not know anything outside the lifespan of the
character they are representing. They refuse to acknowledge any
contradictions from the present, this immersive approach being an attempt
to stimulate the imagination of museum visitors and give them the feeling of
being witnesses to day-to-day life in a bygone era. The communicative
strategy of adopting a whole persona is predicated on an exact study of the
life and world of these ﬁctional alter egos and obviously has its limits in the
case of scant or nonexistent biographical sources, especially for the distant
past such as pre- and early history or even the Middle Ages.[20]
There is also a second-person approach, in which the museum visitors
themselves are the center of attention, e.g., trying out historical weapons or
making food under historically authentic conditions.[21] The visitors in this
participative form engage in a more self-directed and self-experiential
learning process, one which nevertheless has its limits, as the experience is
only partly self-directed, occurring under the guidance of museum employees
and following a predetermined script.[22]
Simulated history for purely recreational purposes is the domain of so-called
history buffs, i.e., groups of people with no institutional afﬁliation who
dedicate themselves to historical themes in their free time. History buffs, in
Anderson’s view, are mainly (male) hobby historians and collectors interested
in the active (re)appropriation of history and who turn to historical topics for
personal reasons, “often for play and the joy of getting away.” Reenactors is
the generally accepted term for these individuals nowadays. They are loosely
organized, sometimes in societies, and reenact concrete historical events
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using faithful reproductions of period gear and uniforms, simulating combat
formations at historical battle sites, e.g., the Battle of Gettysburg (1863) in the
American Civil War. Events from contemporary history, especially World War II,
are also reenacted – notably not in Germany, but in neighboring countries
like Poland, the Czech Republic and Belgium, as well as in Britain and the
United States.[23] A huge, international scene has developed for World War I
reenactments – again with the exception of Germany, where there is
considerable reluctance to reenact events of the twentieth century in
general.[24]

U.S. Navy troops reenacting the D-Day invasion in Normandy on the 75th anniversary of
the event. Photo: Michael McNabb, June 7, 2019. Source: Commander, U.S. Naval Forces
Europe-Africa/U.S. 6th Fleet / Flickr public domain

Since reenactments mostly take place outside the established and
authoritative context of museums, the participants are particularly keen on
the authenticity[25] of location, performance and equipment. Their
understanding of authenticity is a very speciﬁc one.[26] By striving for
historical accuracy in approximating the original, reenactments immerse
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participants in a slice of the past, the experience making this past more
relatable and possibly even providing a “period rush” or “magic moment.”[27]
The performing subject, in other words, can better empathize with historical
experiences by undergoing the experience themselves. Playful iteration and
subjective experience temporarily dissolve the gap between the past and the
present.[28] Reenactors, in their self-perception, often wish to inform and
educate the public at the same time. Reenacting a historical event in such a
way that it becomes an unforgettable experience for spectators is a key aim
of participants – especially when reenacting events they consider under- or
misrepresented in the ofﬁcial textbook narratives of history.[29]
The literature to date has pointed out the considerable motivational and
socially cohesive power of historical reenactments. Reenactments dissolve
hierarchies in the here and now, lending their participants the feeling of
community as part of individual reenactment groups as well as in the
reenactment scene in general.[30] Others argue that reenactments, with their
similarity to war games and their idealization of warlike male attributes, are a
reaction to the current crisis of manhood.[31] Scholars also see escapism as a
motivation to participate in reenactments, the latter being perceived as a
refuge and antidote to the dislocations of modern life, to globalization,
technology overload, as well as to the fast pace of everyday life.[32]
Ethnological research also sheds some light on the phenomenon, recognizing
the motives of “self-awareness and self-placement,” reenactments offering
the possibility of “borderline experiences” as well as providing “new modes
of action and experience.”[33]

Recent Developments in Living History

Anderson’s typology offers an initial overview of the phenomena he
subsumed under the collective term living history. Since Anderson’s
groundbreaking work, the practice of performing and appropriating the past
has undergone a vigorous development. More recent literature on the topic of
living history, among others the standard German-language overview
Geschichtstheater (Historical Theater)[34] published in 2013, includes “live
action role-playing games” (LARP). LARP is similar to reenactment in that it
also entails characters playing a part, but is less concerned with historical
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events and their accurate simulation. LARP creates fantasy worlds by means
of role play that is sometimes suggestive of historical events but does not
necessarily have a historical orientation. LARP conventions rarely aim to
communicate historical knowledge. They follow a preconceived narrative
framework and participants tend to shun an audience, since they merely want
to enjoy the pleasures of fantasy and ﬁctional role play. A more recent
development is “reenalarpment,” combining elements of reenactment and
LARP. It differs from conventional LARP in that it is set in a concrete historical
era and minimizes elements of ﬁction and fantasy.
The literature likewise treats the reality-TV docusoap as a form of living
history and historical reenactment.[35] The format has massively increased in
popularity in Europe, the United States and Australia since the early 2000s.
The principle is the same everywhere. A preselected group of people is ﬁlmed
in an artiﬁcially constructed historical situation and setting as they carry on
with their day-to-day lives. Its appeal as opposed to the purely ﬁctional
series is the different sense of reality offered by amateur actors playing “real
people.”[36] In the case of Schwarzwaldhaus 1902 (Black Forest House, 1902), a
well-known miniseries produced by SWR (Southwest Broadcasting), the actors
were a family from Berlin who temporarily opted out of modern life and its
creature comforts to get a sense of what life was like on a small German farm
a century ago. The broadcaster described the format as an “experiment”
intended to provide a deeper understanding of the past and the present.[37]
The show was hardly a rigorous scientiﬁc experiment, the television format
generally giving priority to the drama and entertainment aspects of the
show.[38] Its protagonists “traveled back in time” to give their viewing public a
glimpse of what it might have been like to live in the past. It is obvious that
this is actually impossible. The amateur actors are performing in an
artiﬁcially constructed reality that at best merely conﬁrms their own
assumptions about the past, authenticating these assumptions by way of
personal experience but hardly generating any real insight.[39]
Simply put, the protagonists cannot just divest themselves of their link to a
present that determines their feeling, thinking and behavior even if these are
staged against a historical backdrop. The day-to-day problems posed by a
supposedly historical environment are ultimately ahistorical. Modern
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processes of socialization in a technological world give rise to problems and
ways of thinking that would have been completely alien to our ancestors.[40]
Whereas living history and reenactment largely overlap in practice, the terms
often being used synonymously by scholars, a clear distinction is made
between them in the ﬁeld of art and art history. Iterative strategies and
references to the past are generally referred to here as reenactments. These
are a marginal phenomenon from the perspective of living history, but are
still worth including in this overview, in particular the artistic practices of
historical emobodiment and repetition. Reenactment in the arts was
booming in the 1990s and 2000s, which theorists tended to view as part of an
ongoing engagement with the question of originals vs. copies rather than
presenting a wholly new phenomenon.[41] Artistic reenactments such as
Marina Abramović’s Seven Easy Pieces, a series of performances on seven
consecutive nights at the Guggenheim Museum in New York City, are mainly
interested in the character of these performances per se and less so in the
historical context of previous performances. By reenacting older
performances and documenting them, as it were, Abramović questioned the
ephemeral as a deﬁning feature of performance art.
Numerous art performances, however, have a clear historical orientation –
the works of Polish artist Rafał Betlejewski, for example. In his 2010 project
“The Barn is Burning,” he commemorated the 1941 massacre of Polish Jews in
Jedwabne, addressing the highly controversial topic of Poland’s complicity in
the Holocaust. Though the happening did not take place at the original site of
the pogrom, it was spectacular nonetheless. Betlejewski set ﬁre to a barn
doused with gasoline and escaped from inside the burning structure. Rather
than the mimetic reenactment of the past, his intent was to provoke, an
essential characteristic of many such artistic reenactments. In contrast to
classic reenactments with their striving for accurate, authentic
representation, artistic reenactments often purposely deviate from the
historical record, using creative license to call attention to the impossibility
of authentic reproduction.[42]
Video games with historical settings are a similar marginal phenomenon. The
term reenactment is used here for the purpose of discussing whether the
experience of computer gaming can be deﬁned as reenactment at all. The
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playful reenactment of the past, interpretation and role-playing in particular,
was shown above to be a core aspect of living history. Historian Brian Rejack
expressed his doubts in 2007 as to whether historical video games
constituted reenactment in this sense, as “bodily engagement, which lends
reenactment its form of experiential epistemology, is absent from gaming.”[43]
Video games, he argued, were more about the visual representation of the
past.
But the features of this type of gaming have fundamentally changed in the
past decade. The creation of historical worlds as a narrative framework has
been opened to whole new possibilities through augmented and virtual
reality (AR/VR). The relationship between humans and machines as well as
between players and characters is consequently changing with it. If players
used to sit in front of the screen, navigating ﬁgures through historical-looking
game worlds, the experience and reenactment of an assumed historical
reality has now attained maximum immersion. The players themselves,
materialized in a computerized historical game world, have now become
active protagonists. The bodies and minds of players are translated “onto the
screen through algorithmic avatars.” These “forms of incorporation” are
achieved by “identifying with the character or through actions or the
possibilities of action.”[44]
Unlike other forms of living history, computer games are characterized by
their shared authorship. The narratives that take shape during the course of
the game are based on the decisions of the game developers as well as the
actions of the players, the performative potential and agency of the latter
being largely circumscribed by the former, however. Though video games with
a historical setting lack any direct physical interaction with historical
materials and the simulation of bygone worlds is structured around the
gaming logic of winning and losing, they are nonetheless treated by some as
forms of historical reenactment.[45]
This overview makes clear that living history is a collective or umbrella term
gathering a wide range of practices and modes of imagining, appropriating
and performing the past. There is no universal deﬁnition, the term itself
developing along with the ever growing variety of phenomena. But it is
possible to identify some general, overarching criteria of living history. In
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doing so I will use a more narrow interpretation of Jay Anderson’s originally
rather broad deﬁnition and leave aside experimental archeology with its
scientiﬁc claims.
Living history primarily revolves around the activity and behavior of subjects
outside the conﬁnes of academia and its production of historical
knowledge.[46] The construction of historical meaning occurs in the moment
of activity. The resultant creation of meaning indicates both the performative
quality of living history as well as its experiential character. The
performativity of living history is essentially theatrical and emphasizes the
processual nature of meaning creation.[47] In the context of museums, the
theater of living history is meant to enable participants to “absorb history
rationally and emotionally in equal measure – that is to say, with the mind
and the senses.”[48]
This overview also shows that the terms living history and reenactment
exhibit extensive overlaps in theory and practice and cannot be neatly
differentiated. Anderson’s proposed deﬁnition of living history construed it
as a collective term for the performative-sensory, iterative approach to the
past and made reenactment a subcategory of this. But our understanding of
the term reenactment has expanded and shifted considerably since then. It
now extends beyond amateur events with their seemingly mimetic and
afﬁrmative approaches to include a range of popular practices of
performative appropriation, from the visual arts to computer games. In
academia, reenactments are increasingly considered to be a “reﬂective
artistic or scholarly procedure”[49] that is experimental in nature and
transcends the text-based discursive production of knowledge. An expression
of this new understanding of reenactment as both a performative-sensory,
iterative practice of appropriating the past and as an experimental procedure
transcending the text-based production of knowledge is the Routledge
Handbook of Reenactment Studies.[50] The handbook not only outlines
various theoretical approaches but also references the burgeoning academic
discipline of reenactment studies to underscore the signiﬁcance of
reenactments in cultural practice and theoretical debates.
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Historical Predecessors and Subsequent Developments
Living history is not an exclusively postmodern phenomenon that emerged in
the late twentieth century. Its varied forms of expression reﬂect its diverse
historical roots, originating mainly in a museum context but also outside of it.
Living history is rooted in religious passion plays and later in the historical
processions popular in the nineteenth century. Cities, villages or groups of
costumed individuals reenacted the past in the form of public street parades
with the aim of strengthening community spirit by referring to a shared
past.[51]
Similar to the tableaux vivants (“living pictures”) popularized in the late
eighteenth century – a series of often elaborately staged but static
representations of historical paintings, scenes or suchlike – the pageants
popular in the late nineteenth century used local amateur actors to reenact
meticulously choreographed historical scenes. Common in Great Britain, the
United States, Canada and Australia, pageants were an opportunity to
participate in and experience local or regional identities. They were a kind of
secular procession with festival character that aimed to pass down these
identities and allegiances or to celebrate the “past as a harbinger of the
present.”[52]
One of the ﬁrst and most famous was Louis Napoleon Parker’s (1852-1944)
Sherbourne Pageant in Dorset, England, originally performed in 1905 to mark
1,200 years since the town’s founding. Parker’s pageant, with around 900
locals, all amateur actors, rehearsing scenes from the town’s history for
weeks in advance and performing them publicly against a historic backdrop,
became a model for communities and towns worldwide.[53] Pageants were big
historical events with participants from all walks of society offering
performances of local history that were meant to bolster a sense of
community weakened in the wake of industrialization, urbanization and
individualization.[54]
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Sherbourne Pageant, Dorset 1905. The picture is taken from the ﬁlm catalogue of the
Charles Urban Trading Company (1906). Source: Luke McKernan / Luke McKernan / Flickr,
License: CC BY-SA 2.0

Artur Hazelius and the Skansen Open-Air Museum

The origins of living history in a museum context go back to the world’s ﬁrst
open-air museum, founded in Stockholm in 1891 by Artur Hazelius (1833-1901).
Though the Skansen museum was the ﬁrst of its type, many of its exhibition
techniques had been employed elsewhere before – at the 1867 Paris World’s
Fair, for instance, parts of which were laid out as an ethnographic park
displaying replicas of national architecture as well as costumes and traditions
of the participating countries. Precursors of the Skansen museum were also
found in neighboring Norway, where buildings were being relocated to a royal
estate in Bygdøy in the early 1880s to preserve them and make them
accessible to the public. Hazelius visited Bygdøy in 1884 and was evidently
inspired by it.[55]
Artur Hazelius, who viewed himself as a “social improver, reformer and folk
educator,”[56] wanted to create a museum dedicated to the daily life of his
fellow Swedes. With the country’s major museums hitherto focusing on art or
archeological ﬁnds mostly from foreign civilizations, Hazelius wanted to shift
the focus to the day-to-day lives of normal people, rich and poor. To this end
he had buildings from all over Sweden transported to the museum grounds in
Stockholm in order to convey a vivid impression of life in preindustrial
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Sweden with its mixture of nature and culture. Skansen, in Hazelius’s
nationalist-romantic vision, was intended to arouse patriotic feelings in its
visitors and strengthen their national consciousness. The newfangled form of
an open-air museum in an attractive park setting with long opening hours
and its combination of culture and entertainment was consciously meant to
appeal to the widest possible audience.
Hazelius’s objective was to create a living museum where visitors could see a
“Sweden in miniature”[57] and encounter the inhabitants of the buildings on
display. His museum was not an assemblage of neatly arranged exhibits but
was supposed to have “living characteristics,” initially in the form of life-size
ﬁgures set up in the buildings, which were later replaced with museum
employees demonstrating various trades and crafts.[58] Swedish art historian
and museologist Sten Rentzhog sees a clear connection between Skansen
and the subsequent development of living history: “When the concept ‘living
history’ was brought into use much later, out in America, people had no idea
how close they came to Artur Hazelius.”[59]
Living history as a means of representing the past was particularly successful
in the United States after World War II. Both the concept and practice of living
history became prevalent there in the 1970s, mostly in the context of open-air
museums.[60] The fact that many museums were private rather than statefunded and had to generate an income to stay aﬂoat was a contributing
factor to the emergence and establishment of living-history museums.
Participant-oriented museum work is much less determined by the interests
of curators and researchers. Moreover, according to Simone Lässig, North
American museums were often founded with the very aim of “serving a less
educated public.”[61]
German museums developed differently. Enlightenment ideals of education
began transforming formerly private and elite curiosity cabinets into public
educational institutions in the eighteenth century. Select artifacts and relics
of past events and processes, which became “museum objects” by dint of
their being selected and isolated from their original contexts, were exhibited
in a relatively static form, usually with an educational aim. And it is still the
primary objective of most German museums to present valuable objects to
an educated and inquisitive public.[62] Though this educational mandate has
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surely changed over time, it might help explain the skepticism towards living
history among German museum-makers.
North American living-history museums, by contrast, endeavor to have a wide
appeal and to put objects, people, events and places in historical context by
means of “live interpretations.” The standard museum repertoire of exhibits,
artifacts or faithful reconstructions accompanied by explanatory texts was
effectively expanded by living history, which relies more on emotions as the
primary museum experience. Museum objects, especially historical originals,
were thus relegated to the sidelines, as they stood in the way of the concept
of living history, of making history come alive rather than presenting
inanimate objects. The focus on daily life and the lived-in worlds of the lower
or marginalized classes replaced the notion of the history of events, and this
with a dual aim: “Visitors should literally get a hands-on experience of history
in order to really grasp it.”[63] This concept was innovative in the 1970s and
lent new popularity to many historic sites in the United States.[64] The
developments of that period were deﬁning for the forms of living history
characteristic of today’s museums.

Plimoth Plantation and Colonial Williamsburg as Trailblazers

The two most prominent examples of living-history museums in the United
States, which also played a pioneering role in establishing it as a popular
form of representing the historical past, are Plimoth Plantation in
Massachusetts and Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia. Both museums are
located on the East Coast and focus on presenting key moments of early
American history and nation-building.
Plimoth Plantation is dedicated to the arrival of the early Puritan settlers in
North America, who sailed across the Atlantic on the Mayﬂower and founded
Plymouth in the 1620s. It began its operations in 1948 with the erection of the
ﬁrst Pilgrim house on the site of the former settlement. An entire Pilgrim
village was set up in 1959 and peopled with wax ﬁgures in the 1960s to give
the village a lively impression and simulate the lifeways of the Pilgrim
Fathers. The wax ﬁgures were eventually replaced by costumed interpreters in
1969 and the living-history concept introduced. Towards the late 1970s the
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interpreters began to adopt the roles of individual settlers and speak in
historical dialect, paving the way for ﬁrst-person interpretation and a “totally
recreated ‘living’ environment.”[65] In this manner Plimoth Plantation took an
important step towards the museum performance, enabling visitors to enter
a space in a seemingly different historical period utterly divorced from its
surroundings.[66]

Plimoth Plantation, Plymouth, Mass., May 2005. Photo: Muns, Source: Wikimedia
Commons, License: CC BY-SA 2.0

But even before the implementation of this ﬁrst-person mode of
interpretation open-air museums such as in Colonial Williamsburg were
utilizing a form of presentation with costumed employees in or outside
historic buildings. In the 1920s and 1930s, on the initiative of local pastor
William Goodwin and with the generous ﬁnancial assistance of John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., the historic center of Williamsburg, the eighteenth-century
capital of the Colony of Virginia founded by English settlers, was slowly
transformed into an open-air museum.[67] The aim was the faithful
reconstruction of the settlement as it existed in the eighteenth century. All
modern inﬂuences were to vanish from the historical center of town, with
newer buildings either being torn down or relocated, and businesses on the
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main street being moved to a new commercial and shopping district at the
edge of the historic area.[68] The result of these reconstruction efforts was a
new historic town center that now forms the core of the Colonial
Williamsburg open-air museum, a historic area located in the present-day
city of Williamsburg.[69]
Whereas Plimoth Plantation had no material remains to fall back on during
its reconstruction, Colonial Williamsburg is an often inseparable mixture of
old and new, the location and structure of newly built sections being based
on the meticulous study of archeological and archival material as well as
surviving maps. Though the focus of reconstruction during the 1930s and
1940s was reverting the town to its eighteenth-century state, costumed
interpreters were part of the Colonial Williamsburg concept starting as early
as 1934. Handicraft demonstrations became a permanent ﬁxture in 1937, using
both third- and ﬁrst-person modes of interpretation as the years wore on.
Since the early 2000s the focus has shifted to the performance of rehearsed
scenes and the impersonation by professional actors of historical ﬁgures
such as George and Martha Washington. The scenes follow scripts with
ﬁctional interpretations of historical events in Williamsburg. Fact and ﬁction
are intermingled.[70]
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A professional actor impersonates Thomas Jefferson giving a speech on the grounds of
the Governor’s Palace in Colonial Williamsburg. Photo: Larry Pieniazek, Colonial
Williamsburg, April 3, 2006. Source: Wikimedia Commons, License: CC BY 2.5

The establishment of living history during the 1970s occurred in a period of
transition in which the representation of the past was being questioned and
renegotiated in American museums (and elsewhere). Under the inﬂuence of
the civil-rights movement and New Social History, many criticized the
prevailing focus on the history of political events and historical elites. The
“celebratory history” of Colonial Williamsburg hitherto practiced with
patriotic pathos was now being supplemented by depictions of the middle
class as well as the black population. The ﬁrst black interpreters appeared in
1979, thus integrating slavery in the presentations and establishing an African
American interpretation as part of the museum village.[71] The living-history
approach with its focus on the history of everyday life lent itself to the
portrayal of historical worlds and the demand for a “democratic presentation
of history in museums based on a broader concept of culture.”[72]
This shift was particularly drastic at Plimoth Plantation. Whereas Colonial
Williamsburg still gives a “highly polished” impression,[73] Plimoth Plantation
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is downright grubby by comparison. Small animals roam the streets and the
buildings themselves are dark and dirty. This reﬂects a conscious decision of
the museum management, which in 1969 declared its intention to dismantle
and correct with the aid of scholars the myth of the Pilgrim Fathers, the
historic sites themselves, it felt, having contributed to their idealization. An
“objective depiction of the real culture of the Plymouth colonists”[74] would
help to faithfully reconstruct the daily lives of the Puritans, thus
counteracting the Pilgrim myth.
This “living history metamorphosis”[75] resulted in traditional captions
disappearing from the museum village almost overnight, while the
stereotypical costumes once worn by employees were now replaced with
historically accurate attire. Under director James Deetz, museum employees
began to live and work with the historical objects they presented, using them
to carry out everyday tasks and hence give an authentic impression of the
year 1627. This meant confronting visitors with a competing narrative of the
American national myth. On the outskirts of the plantation is Hobbamock’s
Homesite, the reconstruction of an indigenous Wampanoag village. The
conﬂict-ridden history of the colonization of America is presented there in
third-person interpretation, an intentional break, for conceptual reasons,
with the museum’s ﬁrst-person mode of interpretation. The natives
demonstrate age-old local traditions while questioning conventional colonial
historiography from a more contemporary perspective.

The Discourse on Living History in the German-Speaking World
Despite its European origins, the concept of living history has been most
successful in the United States, being deeply anchored nowadays in the selfunderstanding of many open-air museums there. The concept is less
established in the German museum industry.[76] The different development
and self-understanding of German and American museums has been alluded
to above. While a number of open-air museums were founded in Germany in
the early twentieth century – the Ammerland Farmhouse in Bad Zwischenahn,
for example, which sought to preserve traditional, preindustrial ways of life
while likewise having a certain entertainment value, complete with
concession stands and an accompanying costume festival (Trachtenfest) in
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order to appeal to the broadest possible audience – there were no
demonstrations of farm work or rural handicrafts, and no historically dressed
interpreters like the ones at Skansen in Sweden.
The open-air museums founded in the postwar era for the most part
continued the tradition of presenting buildings in an uninhabited state. The
director of the Rhenish Open Air Museum in Kommern, Adelhart Zippelius
(1916-2014), focused on the material culture of the agrarian world, made
accessible to the visitor mainly as an intellectual experience rather than
bringing it to life.[77] While there were some initial attempts at museum
theater in German museums during the 1970s,[78] museum-makers were wary
of too much living history, which they feared might lead to the banalization of
content and objects. They thus tried to draw a line between the institution of
museums and other non-museum recreational facilities.[79]
But this has changed since the 1990s, with elements of living history being
introduced, e.g., at the Franconian Open Air Museum in Bad Windsheim, the
Kommern Open Air Museum, and the Kiekeberg Open Air Museum. Museums
that lack their own living-history program often involve reenactment groups
in their work. Alongside many successful cooperative ventures of this sort,
there have also been unfortunate instances of reenactors displaying
problematic political views, resulting in distorted representations of the past
especially with regard to early history. The Ulfhednar group is one of the most
prominent examples of how representations of Germanic tribes have
sometimes been combined with dubious political symbols, the group having
displayed swastikas in renowned German museums contrary to all
archeological evidence.[80]
Another reason for the widespread misgivings and skepticism towards living
history in Germany might be due to practices dating from the Nazi era.
Numerous open-air museums incorporating elements of living history and
reenactment were set up in Germany after 1933, all dedicated to
“Germanophile ‘national education’” in line with Nazi ideology.[81]
Two publications from 2008 reveal that living history in German museums is
still a subject of critical debate.[82] On the one hand, there is an emphasis on
the “considerable historical power” of living history, which strengthens
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visitors’ understanding of historical processes and structures thanks to its
emotional appeal and its “bringing to life the culture of dead objects.”[83]
Others point out that living history is an effective marketing instrument,
bolstering attendance and media coverage. This gives rises to concerns,
however, that the optimization of museum operations will take precedence
over the institution’s core mission.
Skeptics, on the other hand, are fundamentally concerned about the museum
experience being turned into an event that is focused on entertainment and
attempts to simulate historical reality at the expense of a more critical,
reﬂective approach. The educational mandate of museums, it seems to them,
is incompatible with the premise of event-oriented representation. Moreover,
from a learning-theory perspective there are concerns about a lack of
transparency when visitors are confronted with representations of
supposedly authentic historical situations that are in fact merely constructs.
These critics therefore suggest providing additional tools to encourage a
more detached reﬂection, interpretation and deconstruction of said
representations.[84] The aforementioned misgivings primarily apply to the
ﬁrst-person mode of interpretation, which consciously excludes the present
and any references to the modern-day world of visitors. If the ﬁrst-person
interpreter is asked a question in a museum, he or she needs to be able to
provide the necessary information as if this person were a “contemporary
witness.” Gaps in research, a lack of documentation from the period he or she
is representing, and the fragile process of historical inquiry cannot be
articulated, since the interpreter has to pose as a living source.[85]
Wolfgang Hochbruck tries to allay these fears at a semantic level with the
suggestion that we simply refer to living history as a kind of historical or
museum theater. Viewed as a form of theater, living history would not make
the grand claim of reconstructing irreproducible bygone worlds and
experiences of the past, but would be thought of as performances that are
limited in time, space and content.[86] Markus Walz makes a similar
suggestion to use the term “history spectacle [Spiel].” Facts and situations
from the past are then taken up for the purpose of individual exploration
and/or appropriation or to portray and communicate them to others.[87]
Certain aspects of this discussion seem obsolete in light of more recent
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developments. Museums have begun to react to new challenges in the form
of user-generated content and individually curated content online. Their
experimental, participative or digital educational offerings exhibit elements
of living history which, thanks to their focus on immersion and the emotional
link between the past and the present-day lives of visitors, make them
competitive in the age of Museum 2.0. This form of individual experience
shares characteristics of reenactment when, for instance, visitors at a
museum adopt their own roles, hence individualizing the learning experience
and the creation of historical meaning.[88]

Living History as a Subject of Scholarship
A variety of academic disciplines have investigated the phenomena of living
history, and yet there is no uniform terminology and no established set of
research tools. The various disciplines have approached the phenomenon
with different theoretical premises, leading to diverging assessments, e.g., as
regards its potential from an epistemological or learning-theory perspective.
Matters are complicated even more by the abovementioned overlap in the
deﬁnitions and usages of the terms living history and reenactment. There is
currently a trend, however, to use the term reenactment in discussing
theoretical implications in particular, e.g., the epistemological potential of
practices for envisioning and appropriating the past.
Added to this are theoretical considerations from the ﬁeld of cultural and
media studies that posit the human body as a place of learning and a starting
point for alternative strategies of knowledge production regarding the past.
Reenactment is then understood as “a body-based discourse in which the
past is reanimated through physical and psychological experience.”[89] This
embodiment is a multisensory form of perception and physical experience
that uses the body as an explorative tool[90] in order to make the past more
tangible. Its experience-based argumentation questions the relationship
between experiential ways of acquiring knowledge and a discourse-oriented,
text-based scholarship, and hence the relationship between institutionalized
scholarship and non-academic, alternative forms of knowledge production in
the “amateur” domain.[91]
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Yet another approach to understanding reenactment and living history apart
from the body as an explorative tool is the materiality of the objects that
constitute them. Things, objects and artefacts are key to the speciﬁc
experience of linking the past to the present. Material culture Studies
combines a variety of approaches to explore the importance of objects in the
functioning of living history and reenactments, including the “actor-network
theory” of Bruno Latour, the “more-than-representational theory” of Hayden
Lorimer, and the “cultural biography of things” of Igor Kopytoff.[92]
Performance studies is also a common approach to investigating
reenactment and living history. Here, apart from corporeality, the focus is on
the theatrical, the staged nature of both, pointing to the processual and
inventive aspect of meaning creation: “The reenacting body can function as a
mode of historical inquiry and representation, exploring and extending
archival research through the embodied, experiential nature of
performance.”[93] The performative in this school of thought is attributed a
historiographical function. As performances, reenactments and living history
create meaning through (bodily) experiences that point beyond the
traditional constructions of meaning based on written records and other
storage media. According to performance-studies and theater-arts scholar
Rebecca Schneider, the archive as a classic, regulating medium of storage and
power regarding knowledge of the past is called into question by bodily
practices of performance.[94] Reenactment performances with their physical
modes of representation can bring about alternative visualizations of the
past that contradict or even disprove written sources.[95]
Diana Taylor uses the term repertoire for history in and as performances,
thus construing an alternative or expanded concept of archives.[96]
Performance studies discusses the epistemological potential of this “felt
connection” to the past when the historical character being portrayed merges
with the ego of the actor: “In such moments, the performativity of
reenactment evokes a poignant but transitory affective response in the
reenactor.”[97] Katherine Johnson points out, however, that these
“performative moments” are temporary and hence their inherent
transformative power is limited. Reenactments understood as long-term and
regular practices, however, combining present-day bodies with the materials,
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movements and behaviors of past bodies, can be of considerable value as
epistemological and ontological resources.
Media studies points out with reference to living history that reconstructions
with tactile elements are always mediated, i.e., communicated through
certain media, and that past reality as a reference point has been mediatized
in many ways as well. It also asks to what extent a person’s body can serve as
a medium of experiencing someone else’s reality when “pictorial, textual and
auditory inscriptions [are] (back) translated into bodily activities and/or
material artefacts.”[98] The media-studies approach thus points out the
multiplicity of media forms and formats in which reenactments can occur.
Media philosopher Maria Muhle characterizes a potential analytical
framework for reenactments as “the way it mediates (represents) a historical
‘subject’ […]. That is, we need to ask how it has gained access to the event
that is being reenacted (through source study, oral transmission, analysis of
historical documents etc.) and in what way it tries to conceal its own
representative character (often by means of over-authentic representation
that pays attention even to minor details).”[99]
Ethnology and sociology use elements of ritual theory to explain the
character and potential of reenactment and living history. Victor Turner’s
emphasis on a liminal phase in rituals that suspends social orders in a kind
of intermediate state, subsequently restabilizing them, appears to be a
fruitful concept.[100] Liminal phases, according to Turner, also have the
potential for individual or collective transformations that are capable of
creating new social realities. The dialectic structure of rituals corresponds to
the dual character of reenactments, “which is characterized by both renewal
and an afﬁrmation of what already is.”[101] As the practices of living history are
recreational activities done on a voluntary basis, we might consider them
what Turner describes as liminoid. While it is true that reenactments are less
standardized than classic rituals, they nonetheless resemble each other in
manifold ways. Both of them manifest practices of creating identity,
community and historical meaning, and both of them focus on corporeality.
Living history and reenactments are integral and inﬂuential components of
historical culture, and yet historiography, despite its opening to include
elements of public history, has been reluctant to acknowledge this method of
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addressing the past in the present. When living-history phenomena are
investigated by academic historians it is often the more institutionalized
forms (museums) that are foregrounded.[102] Individualized approaches such
as reenactment are given short shrift and are thus mostly the subject of
research in the aforementioned disciplines.
One of the reasons is simple: living history and reenactment, as phenomena
largely grounded in the present, are largely inaccessible to purely
historiographical research methods and require a mixture of ethnological
approaches and oral-history methods. But historiography’s contribution to
investigating the phenomena of living history is nonetheless important for an
understanding of their historical dimension. Another explanation for the
reluctance of historians[103] might be found in the different understanding of
authenticity among scholars and lay people respectively. In historiography,
authenticity is understood as the soundness of an argument relative to the
amount of and access to available source materials.[104] The historical sources
and their critical analysis are thus accorded “veto power,” allowing historians
to disprove invalid conceptions of history.[105]
From the perspective of historical theory, historical meaning is created in the
present (over and over again) using records and testimonies from the past.
The experience-based history generated in the process of reenactment, by
way of contrast, does not allow for a multiperspective and critical narrative.
The personal experience of reenactors based on immersion, immediacy and
physical-sensory participation in a historical reconstruction ultimately leads,
in this perspective, to a subject authenticity that “prioritizes in experiential
mode the subject and his or her emotional and lived-in world.”[106] Vanessa
Agnew succinctly summarizes the focus on personal experience and its
attendant claim to validity as follows: “[...] each actor offers his or her own
version of the past – but not its lesson about the constructedness of
history.”[107] The simulation of authentic historical reality that feels “real” to
the active subject[108] offers a stark contrast to narrative history with its claim
to rigorous scholarship and transparency in its continual attempts to make
sense of the past.
Though this contradiction between academic and non-academic approaches
to the past may seem indissoluble, both forms have a legitimate claim to
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existence. Their inﬂuence alone should be reason enough for academic
historians to investigate more fully the various forms and intentions of
historical culture in its everyday practices, harnessing their potential in the
process of historical discovery.[109] It should be clear by now that this will
necessarily be an interdisciplinary undertaking that can only succeed in
dialogue with practitioners of living history.
Future research projects on living history and reenactment should therefore
be grounded in cultural studies in the broadest sense of the word,
incorporating historical expertise as well as an ethnographic perspective and
the methodological tools to approach them as a modern-day phenomenon.
Hitherto neglected gender perspectives might be mentioned here as a
desideratum. The studies to date have based their knowledge of reenactment
and living history on the description and analysis of male-dominated
practices. A gender-sensitive treatment of the subject would therefore be a
welcome addition, enabling a holistic understanding of these phenomena.

Translated from the German by David Burnett.
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